Failure of Communism Shown by Hungarians, Strauss-Hupe Declares

Historic Rebellion Against Marxist Rule

To Leave Impression, Professor States

Stevenson Speaks Tonight at 9:30

The Palatians will be the scene of an address by Democratic presidential candidate Adlai E. Stevenson tonight at 9:30.

The speech, which will be televised statewide, will climax Stevenson's campaign in Philadelphia area. After arriving at the University, Stevenson will appear at a rally in Ryland Flats dormitory to the Palatians for his speech. A program of entertainment prior to the address will be held at the Palatians at 7:15.

Because of the unusually busy hour at which the Stevenson rally will bring to this area, all persons desiring to attend the rally should arrive at the Palatians at 7:15.

The 2,250 Palatians will listen with keen interest to the noted orator, both men and women and students and alumni and visitors, for the Palatians have long been associated with the party. Stevenson is well known to many of them.

The address of Dr. Adlai E. Stevenson, 1971 Democratic presidential candidate, is the climax of Stevenson's campaign in the Philadelphia area.

Tombstone Is Discovered in HH

by Peter M. Parker

In a dark closet on the top floor of the Minnigton, a Memorial, containing the organization, "Father A. G. Busse," founded January 30, 1902, is 60 years "unknown to the public." Stevenson, 60 years old, was 60 years after the Minnigton's founding. He had been an outstanding member of the Minnigton since its inception, and his influence in the organization was noted for its characteristic and notable character.

Minnigton is 60 years old, and is a veteran member of the organization, whose founding was on January 30, 1902. The Minnigton was founded by Father A. G. Busse, and is 60 years old. Stevenson was a member of the Minnigton, and his influence in the organization was noted for his characteristic and notable character.

In a dark closet on the top floor of the Minnigton, a Memorial, containing the organization, "Father A. G. Busse," founded January 30, 1902, is 60 years "unknown to the public." Stevenson, 60 years old, was 60 years after the Minnigton's founding. He had been an outstanding member of the Minnigton since its inception, and his influence in the organization was noted for its characteristic and notable character.

Minnigton is 60 years old, and is a veteran member of the organization, whose founding was on January 30, 1902. The Minnigton was founded by Father A. G. Busse, and is 60 years old. Stevenson was a member of the Minnigton, and his influence in the organization was noted for his characteristic and notable character.
Here's the final play of Saturday's Penn-Navy football contest. Chuck Clayton (92) gets his hand on an attempted pass from Dick Ross, but the throw is broken up very near the goal line.

In the very next play to play the ball to the inside of field and within the space of less than five yards there still was quite a bit of touch on the ball. Amazingly enough the ball finally tumbled off with only a small amount coming from pen. Penn brought Navy punters John Oldham on his own 22 yard line but they could not get anywhere and had to punt. Harold Williams, the Navy returner, went in for the ball on his first down and took a handoff from Tom Patch and pounded through to the right for the score.

Quakers Foot Again

Penn was forced to start again after the second kickoff and more Navy gained ground. He started right, and seeing that his way was blocked out to the left, with the help of a successful block by Tony McNabb, was off and running and sent the ball 47 yards for the third try.

The remaining of the game was strongly contest at the midfield first, second and third down meant to move with equal ease. Frank Endean, the halfback, later on, wound up tumbling a big body block on a running play.

The Quakers were lucky with their first down only to this where just to show the fans what they were like, but at least Navy players made sure they were on high alert. For purposes of deception, Bob Hachtel attempted to take on the Penn quarterback in the middle of the field, but Williams, the Navy returner, took him out of bounds, but wound up obtaining a yard or two.

There were no hard feelings, however, when the referee dropped the flag on Williams for the award of the week. He was originally credited with the key tackle in the second period, but a few minutes later, while still waiting for the ball to be kicked, he was called for the foul that still had the reward involved.

Error of Officials

Penn nearly made a fatal "error of officials" in the Middle scene, Ryder's short kickoff landed in the Penn end zone, where he thought it would roll dead, but as Navy halfback, Chuck Clayton, started through and got perfect control of the ball that Williams, the returner, failed to obtain. It went out of bounds on the 24 yard line for the Red and Blue. Had Hachtel kept hold of the jackals the Middle ball would have fallen, for a kickoff in a free ball if it translates more than 10 yards.

Although the variant receives its key laughter kickback away from home this weekend, Franklin Field will by no means be empty. Both the different and Essex audiences will pay great interest to the present game, which is in no uncertain terms. The undefeated lightweights will attempt to reverse the variant's defeat against the Navy's last game Friday afternoon, when the players, unable to meet again, sat by the Penn football, engrossed in the Harvard-Penn game Saturday afternoon.

Although the fact was reversed during most of you know football, Navy backs, especially, had a little bit of news for the Middle. The Middle backs used the 10 seconds allowed to get the ball in play to their advantage. They correctly broke out of the huddle so quickly that their quarterback had time to set his team and change the position of the line-up. To throw on the Quakers' defensive setup, the tackle maneuver by the Navy clean in one week is further borne out by the fact that the second 4 picks double-extra tackles hit the ball basically only to line them. In their initial meeting against Catholic, the line-up of 10, just could tally only two touchdowns. The record incidentally, shows their back during the course of the season, using all their 5 laboratory players.

Penn really got off to a fast inside through the first quarter. Frank Kings' pass was taken by Oldham on the Navy three and he started out further to the right, staying by workers reaching Quaker defenders.

THE KISS OF DEATH — Quaker end F. Petersburg passes the told him the pinball as he falls to hold on a pass midway through the third quarter. Penn has been labeled "ruthless." During the first "contact" the Penn snap, although not exactly hitting the returner in even terms, nevertheless turned in one of the best performances of the season. The Quakers were lacking with the sagacity of a pass trying to convince an unknown record and one Tahoe trying on familiar holes for the Penn fencers. Twice their attacks forced the Middle from scoring — once on a fourth down situation in the first play, the second period with the ball on the Quaker eight yard line. The 32 plays later when Charlie Cook recovered a fumble, also on the Penn eight.

However, all good things must eventually come to an end, and this was no exception. The Penn offensively has so dominated on a Penn finale on the quaker 10 after six minutes were gone in the second period, and the field-guards were opened. Stallback Yet Oldham overtopped a record of 28.50.
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AT LAST... a record store that combines DISCOUNT PRICES WITH THE LARGEST SELECTION of long play records outside of New York

The Pressbox

By Dan Dawley

ONE OF THE QUAKER FOOTBALL game as far as Penn fans are concerned, was the third-quarter pass play. Joe Colahan (43) just gets the two away before being dummied. Seconds later, it was caught by halfback Dick Kone (not in picture) on the Navy 30 to give the Red and Blue 13 yards—longest gain of the day from scrimmage.

THE BIG SQUEEZE—One of the Quaker forwards is really getting the squeeze put on it at PennPacific Dick Williams makes a tackle on Navy with the Red and Blue was this morning soccer contest.

As Seen From

Here's how students in different majors describe Van Heusen:

Psychology Major: Van Heusen will survive, because it forms the bell curve. Psychologists Major: Van Heusen is well-assigned to me. The Mock Major: No high school can compete with Van Heusen. English Major: Oh that this too, too solid flesh would always wear Van Heusen. History Major: Van Heusen is great for dates. Anthropology Major: Dig that Van Heusen! Makes you tick your Cheops. Yer, friend, from N.Y.C. to the college of the Pacific, there's complete agreement that Van Heusen has a bawling way with man's wear. In shirts, pajamas, sport shirts, shorts, ties and handkerchiefs, Van Heusen advances your style with casual, comfortable good looks. Look for Van Heusen. In fact, demand Van Heusen. And, mind you, boy.

We'll be stowing everywhere, or write to Phillips-Jones Corp., 417 Fifteenth Ave., New York 15, New York. Makers of Van Heusen Shirts & Sport Shirts. The — Pajamas Handkerchiefs — Underwear — or Summer.
Sebo Buoyed by Navy Loss; Booters Snap State's Streak

Miklin had 11 inns. In return in Ivy League Standings Princeton 2-1; Brown 0-1; Cornell .0-1.

From the fumble by Rich at the half ended to give the 0 lead in the third half Navy kickoff was blocked to give Seorea a third down in the possession at the third quarter. Navy kicked to Penn for an easy 1-0 lead in the 1st half.

Miklin had 11 inns. In return in Ivy League Standings Princeton 2-1; Brown 0-1; Cornell .0-1.

For real enjoyment—real beer!

John Lawrence, Penn State goalie, blocks a shot by Penn's Robert midway during the last period. Saturday. The Quakers went on to win the game, 3-2, and break the Nittany Lion 22-game victory streak.

Penn State's territory seemed to be, which graphed in the last 22 games, was won by Penn State's booters, 9-5, Saturday at Harvard Field. The Nittany Lions had not been defeated since going under on September 17 in the 1938 season and had held the top rated collegiate offense in the nation with a 1.78 average. The last time the Lions had beaten Penn State was way back in 1938.

A great deal of the credit for the victory can go to the defense, which has not been scored on by a team all season. Two Penn State moving attacks, one by usual captain Fred Williams, who contributed many key blocks during the game.

State Strokes First time opened the scoring at 14:15 of the first period as Tom Stueke booted the ball into the nets. The Quakers came right back early in the second period as Jerry Rayall booted Penn from the right side of the Lions' nets. There was no score counting for the remainder of the period and the teams left the field at halftime with the score at 1-1.

At the start of the final period, the Quakers scored the winning goal. Rayall passed the ball to Bob Trenchard, who was standing unguarded to the left of the Lions' goal. Rayall scored his second goal of the game as he kicked the ball past Penn goalie and put the Quakers ahead 2-1.

In the second half, Penn State turned to power attacks after the kickoff was blocked by Penn's goalie. The key play in the 67-yard run of Starter Red's 25-yard run to the Penn one.

Penn Strokes

Penn scored one again in the third period on a very odd play. A punt from quarterback Endy Strother was partially blocked by a group of Penn State players in the end zone. The ball, however, was blocked and Penn State players jumped on the ball to give Penn a fourth down and 6 yards to go on the Penn one.

Geraldine's Little Dining Room

Home Cooking At Its Best

201 South 42nd Street

Special Stocking Offer!

For real enjoyment—real beer!

Penn 150-Gridders Nip Rutgers on Kates' Run

Pennsylvania's 19th-ranked football team kept its unbeaten slate clean by defeating the Rutgers' lightweights, 15-7, on Steve Kates' 4-yard kick-off return, Saturday at New Brunswick. The victory was the second straight for the Blue and Blue team.

Penn scored the game's first tally in the second quarter when Paul Ward recovered a blocked punt in the end zone for a touchdown. The extra point was missed.

The Blue and Blue, having trailed, 6-0, for three periods, came back to win the game by two touchdowns in the final quarter. Although the PAT was missed against the Quakers had a marginal victory. The Quakers previously determined to play only to be bounced by the Blue and Blue. Rutgers proved to be a formidable foe, due to their great defensive line. Victor Samson, end and captain Ted Terhune played excellent center for the Blue and Blue. Rutgers showed three points with the end of the game, and fullback Bob K romantic, the right panner of the backfield, constantly was good for short gains and valuable yardage.

Schafer Menu

Penn entered the game with two losing changes. Dr. Schafer, right end, is out of action due to a cool on the knee. He was replaced by Jacques Levy. Left halfback Fanny Glick returned to the first team in place of Joe Johnston.
Melpar to Interview Engineers, Physicists and Mathematicians

One of Nation's Leading Electronic Firms Offers Unique Opportunities

Mechanical and electronic engineers, as well as those majoring in physics and math will want to be there. Melpar investigates the unusual opportunities for rapid professional advancement offered by Melpar, Inc., one of the outstanding leaders in leading electronic research and development organizations.

A subsidiary of Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Melpar is now engaged in a program of expansion making substantial additions to its Westtown, Mass., 1,000,000 square foot research headquarters near the nation's capital. We believe you will find them of unusual interest.

To secure an appointment with the Melpar representative when he visits your campus, contact your Placement Officer. Look for Melpar's representative in your area. They are readily available.

Melpar Expanding Steadily Every Year

Founded in 1945, Melpar has grown from an initial 15 employees to the past 33 years. Recently it completed a complete new headquarters laboratory near the Nation's capital. Each year Melpar has been steadily expanding, making substantial additions to its Westtown, Mass., laboratory. Located in Westtown, Mass., Melpar maintains additional facilities in Arlington, Virginia, and Boston, Massachusetts, encompassing a total of 460,000 square feet.

Challenging Openings Available At Melpar

In Many Fields

Engineers who join Melpar may choose their assignments from one or more of these challenging fields: Flight Simulators • Radar and Countermeasures • Network Theory • Systems Evaluation • Microwave Techniques • Analog & Digital Computers • Magnetic Tape Handling • UHF, VHF, and HF Transmitters • Radar Engineering • Electronic Test Equipment • Pulse Circuity Analysis, where you will find advanced and creative opportunities.

Melpar's personnel policies emphasize individual initiative, free and frequent interchange of ideas among group meetings. Experience is valuable in leading to eventual managerial responsibility.

No Formal Training Period At Melpar

The college or university graduate who joins Melpar receives a formal training program. Instead, he is immediately becomes a member of a project group and is assigned to work with an experienced engineer whose guidance and assistance enable him to advance rapidly. Members of Melpar project groups gain experience in all phases of engineering and management. There is free and frequent interchange of ideas among group meetings. All experience is valuable in leading to eventual managerial responsibility.

Performance Determines Advancement At Melpar

At Melpar there is no waiting period for advancement. Instead, an engineer, based on his age or tenure, may move ahead as rapidly as his skill and performance dictate. Each engineer's achievement is reviewed at least twice a year. In this manner advancement is given to those engineers who are judged ready for more complex responsibilities as they are given him.

Qualified Graduates Offered Paid Inspection Trips

After a personal interview on the campus, qualified candidates may be invited to visit Melpar's headquarters laboratory near Washington, D. C. At all Company expenses. Information on opportunities available for graduate training with Melpar is available to college students.

Many University Courses Offered At Melpar

At Melpar's Main Lab training is available to graduates and non-holders of degrees, may take advantage of the many courses offered in engineering subjects which are offered at Melpar's headquarters laboratory.

Melpar's R & D operations are centered near and in Washington, D. C. and Boston, Mass. Both areas rich in cultural and educational facilities. The Washington, D. C. area in which Melpar's headquarters laboratory is located is within easy driving range of beaches, lakes, mountains, as well as other recreational and scenic points. The climate allows outdoor recreational facilities 215 days of the year. Plus homes and apartments in all price ranges are readily available.

Financial Assistance Offered by Melpar for Graduate Work

The list of universities located near Melpar laboratories that offer graduate and undergraduate courses in engineering subjects includes: Georgetown College, Washington University, American University, Catholic University, University of Maryland, University of Michigan, Harvard, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Northeastern University, and Boston University. Melpar offers financial assistance for study at these distinguished schools.

Melpar Locales Offer Fine Living Conditions

Melpar's Boston area plants allow engineers to enjoy the pleasant tempo of New England living coupled with Boston's splendid cultural and educational advantages. Melpar pays re-location expenses.

Booklets Available

An attractive, fully-illustrated booklet describing living conditions prevailing in the Washington, D. C. and area can be obtained from your campus Placement Officer. Booklets are available.

Melpar Laboratories Offer

215 days of the year. Fine homes and apartments in all price ranges are readily available. Members of Melpar project groups enjoy all advantages these areas have to offer, a total of 460,000 square feet.